Dear SARM International Conference participant!
Please, find some useful information regarding the conference in this e-mail.
PARKING:
If you are planning to come to the conference by car, the map of parking places is provided.
All of them are at the walking distance from the place of event. We suggest using the parking
house next to the "Kersnikova ulica", because it should not be full. The price is 1.2€/h..
Be aware that streets in the Ljubljana Centre will be closed for car traffic due to the European
Mobility Week till September 22. 2011. This is valid also for the "Slovenska cesta".

PROGRAMME:
The Final programme is uploaded at the SARMa web page http://www.sarmaproject.eu/
REGISTRATION DESK:
The registration desk will be opened on Tuesday September 20, 2011 at 8:00 and will be
opened during both days of the conference. The registration desk will also provide general
information. SARMa project partners will register for the conference on Monday during
project meeting.
PRESENTATIONS:
All speakers are kindly asked to provide their PowerPoint presentations at least 15 minutes
before the beginning of the session to the Gorazd ibret (GeoZS). Presentations will be put on
the conference's laptop. Microsoft PowerPoint (ppt or pptx) or pdf format files will be
accepted. Optionally speakers can send their presentation to the following e-mail address:
<gorazd.zibret@geo-zs.si> until Monday, 10:00 at latest.

FIELD TRIP:
All participants will be asked at the registration to provide us with information, if they are
planning to participate at the field trip on Thursday, because many people forgot to tell us
whether they will participate at the field trip or not. In order to organise the transportation, we
will need this information until Tuesday, 11:30.
Long-term weather forecast indicates partly cloudy and warm weather (no rain). Lunch
packet will be provided to the participants. Take note that the temperature in the cave and
mine is exactly the annual average temperature. That means there is 12 oC. To prevent being
cold in the caves, warm clothes are recommended (jacket, long trousers). Good trekking
shoes are also recommended. High heels or sandals are not suitable footwear for the field trip.

LJUBLJANA :
For more information regarding Ljubljana, please visit: http://www.visitljubljana.si/en/
We are looking forward to meet you in Ljubljana.
The SARM International Conference Organizing Committee
16 September 2011

